A Pre-Professional Program

Offered for dancers
grades 6-12 at

Growing
Acheiving
Leading
Thriving!

Inside you will find:
* Description of the program and how it
can help your dancer grow.
* Requirements for dancers accepted to
the program and opportunities
* Questions and Answers
* How the costs are broken down for the
program.

Xpression Pre-professional Program
To keep the level of our training here at Excel strong and continue to help dancers reach goals,
Xpressions is an opportunity to take your dancing to the next level. We have taken major
consideration into the needs and desires of our students and families as well as keeping family,
school and social aspects an important part of our students lives. Xpression pre-professional
program is a higher technical audition based opportunity to add more dances in small groups,
solos, duets and trios as well as a preparedness to enter professional opportunities. If you are
already on a Company team at Excel we would love to see you audition for this program which
would be the opportunity to perform more dances at most venues you are already attending as
well as a few additional ones just for you!
We are very excited to offer a program for our dancers that are very serious about continuing
dance after High School and to prepare them by meeting some excellent technical goals and
professional goals as well.
Requirements:
-Dancers must be in grades 6-12 to audition. Auditions will be held April 28th at 6pm.
Applications must be filled out and turned in by April 20th. (applications atached)
- Dancers will need to show strength in not only technique but in character as well
and they must also be on a Company team as this program is NOT an additional team, it is a
pre-professional program with additional adjudicated opportunities, audition experience and
preparation for future goals.
-In addition to their team performances, we will attend two additional adjudicated events during
the year. ASH or Nexus as well as our Xpressions Showcase in December. These dates will be
released asap when the venues release them.
We will also hold and additional Master class the same day as their showcase with guest
teachers who will watch your pieces and adjudicate them as well. This will be held at Schoolcraft
High School.
- Dancers will need to take Ballet technique during the week. This is just a technique class with
no recital dance.
- Dancers will need to attend 2 auditions throughout the year to help prepare for future job
auditions.
- All other class requirements will fall in line with what they are already meeting through their
Company requirements.
- To keep education and schooling important we also ask our dancers on Xpression to maintain
a GPA that shows you are keeping your priorities important. We understand each child is
different with their academic goals so we will be checking in with parents to make sure they are
meeting these needs.
-Dancers that are grades 9-12 will be asked to audition for XLR8 as well to keep that team as it
offers a completely different opportunity for our well rounded dancers. I have seen our dancers
grow so much from the XLR8 Company team and we value its essence very much as it offers so
much in addition to this program.

Questions and Answers
If you can not find your questions and answers here please email Ms. Katie directly at
katie@exceldancecentre.com so I can help guide you and answer them best.
Q: How do I audition?
A: You will first need to fill out an application from the front desk and turn it in by April 20th. Then you will need to
attend the audition for Xpression at 6pm on April 28th. Please wear black Leo, tan tights, turning or jazz shoes and
hair in bun.
Q: Will Xpression be a hard program to get into?
A: This program is designed for serious dancers that want more opportunities to perform with adjudication but also
display a strong technique. Our standards will be held high as we want to ensure our dancers grow in this program. If
you are questioning if you are ready please see Ms.Katie
Q: Will Xpression be doing competitions?
A: No, we won't be competing however it is a very similar format and some of the adjudicated events take place at
competitions in their novice program. Some are a showcase style that offers awards and scholarships and some are
an all scholarship program. Each of them will give written or recorded critiques to help our dancers grow and some do
grade off a number scale. We will be basically competing against ourselves and not against other dancers in
environments that adhere to Excel's philosophy and culture. We will attend venues that uphold high standards and
quality dance training as well as valuable feedback. We feel that this format of adjudicated performance along with
opportunities through Company teams will prepare our dancers for any avenue they hope to achieve, bring them a
well rounded balance and continue to push them. Teaching them to dance for passion and purpose will be important
to us and holding standards and personal goals for them to obtain and meet technically will also hold them
accountable throughout the year.
Q: How many hours will I be required to have each week:
A: -1 hour set during the week for choreography and cleaning of group dances
- 1 hour ballet technique (no recital dance or costume fee)
- Your Company team requirements
- XLR8 class (1.5 hour) for grades 9-12
*Total for 6-8th grade= 6 hours / Total for 9-12 grade= 7.5 hours
- If you decide to audition for solo, duet or trio, those will be scheduled in the summer to practice between you and
your choreographer and making sure studio time is available.
(We encourage you to also keep up with your additional classes you love such as tap, lyrical,hip-hop, Pointe, plus
classes or clubs that will fill your dance soul but also make you a stronger dancer)

Q: Who will be in charge of the Program?
A: Ms. Kyla is the co-director of Xpression and are overseen by Ms.Katie. She will be joined by myself, Ms Jordan
and Ms. Darby for choreography as well. They will be setting the small and large group pieces this year. If you decide
to audition for solo, duet or trio, you will be able to pick your own choreographer and have them approved by Ms.Katie.
For your safety if it is an outside choreographer they will need to fill out a background form to be approved as well.

Q: Will I be able to do all group dances:
A: You will be auditioning for all dances however you may only be chosen for one. We will decide who we feel will work
best together for the genre of the dance which could be; jazz, jazz funk, ballet, lyrical, contemporary or modern.
Q: When will we learn the choreography?
A: After auditions a schedule will be sent to learn the dances in the summer. Then the hour set aside during the week will
alternate by dances and we will be just using this time to clean. If you make it into 3-4 group dances you would practice
every week. If you make it into 1-2 group dances it would be every other week. The schedule will be laid out the
beginning of the year for the whole season for group dances. For solos, duets and trios you would be scheduling the
time separately with your choreographer and making sure the studio space is available for cleaning and rehearsing
during the summer.
Q: How do I audition for a solo, duet or trio? (SDT)
A: On your application you will let us know which ones you are interested in and if you have anyone in mind you would
like to dance with as well. We will then pair you with your duet or trio as well as help you find a choreographer to
prepare your dance. You are NOT required to do these for Xpressions.
Q: Where will we perform our small groups?
A: You will perform all groups at your Company team events as well as ASH or Nexus and our Xpressions Showcase
and recital.
SDT's will be able to perform at all adjudicated events except Showcase of Talent as we limit number of dances to
ensure large studio turn out. If you are a senior, you are allowed to bring your solo to this event. Each SDT will also be
discussed with families to evaluate how many you are able to attend to ensure everyone stays in their budget for their
family, this is important to me.
Q: What is the cost to participate in Xpression?
A: This will depend on how many dances your student is participating in. The good thing is you as a family can alter it to
what you are able to afford and work out. If you want to budget only 1 or 2 dances, please let us know by auditions and
that is totally ok! If you want to audition for all of them that is ok as well, it is what is best for your family's budget and
time. We want to give opportunities to all the dancers that are eligible.
- 1-2 group dances meeting 2x/ month would be an additional $20 to your monthly tuition
- 3-4 group dances meeting 4x/ month would be an additional $40 to your monthly tuition
- Choreography fee for small groups would be $375 and divided by the number of dancers. The Choreography fee for
large groups would be $550 and divided by the number of dancers. The choreography fees per dance are to pay for the
teachers time, studio space time, talent and extra work to ensure they are meeting the needs of the dancers in this
program.
-Choreography fees for solos, duets and trios are $350 and divided by dancers as well.
- Entry fees at each event vary as to what they charge. Most are typically $45/person per dance. Solos are usually $110,
duets and trios run around $55 per person.
- Xpressions Showcase fee $75 that covers the dancers master class, adjudicators, studio time and rental.
- Costuming worked very well on a smaller budget so we will stick to the $50 per costume for this group to help keep our
costs down as much as possible.
- We have been able to work a bundle in some items that we know won't change if you would like to add the Xpressions
bundle into the Company bundle and do a payment system. Because this program is bigger and requires more
financially, we will be able to spread the payments for you out longer July- January. We are hoping by doing this and
spreading it out it will help our families. Once you sign up please let us know how many mo. you would like to split.

Application for

Pre-Professional Program

We are so excited you are thinking of taking your dancing to the next level and auditioning with Xpression. This program is
designed for committed dancers who are serious and wanting to take their dancing to the next level as well as explore their
potential opportunities for the future . The next step is to fill out the application and return it to the office no later than
April 16th. Please let us know if you have any questions.

Name:____________________________________ Age_______ Birthdate____________
What is your current GPA this school year ?___________
Would you like to audition for 1 or 2 dances?___________
Would you like to audition for a solo? Y or N
Would you like to audition for a duet? Y or N If yes, do you have anyone in mind you would like to dance
with?___________________________________________________________
Would you like to audition for a trio? Y or N If yes, do you have anyone in mind you would
like to dance with?___________________________________________________________
What are your three favorite styles of dance?______________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Who or what inspires you the most in dancing and why?

Why do you feel you would be a good candidate for Xpression?

What is your biggest concern moving into the 2018/19 dance season?

What are your 3 strongest character traits?

What is your strength in your dancing?

What are 3 character traits or life habits you are working on or need to work on?

What are your weaknesses in dance?

